Stephen Holdsworth, who has died aged 47, was a long-time gay activist and a person of huge intellectual capacity, deep convictions and intense interests.

Born in South London, the son of an Anglican priest, Stephen had his first gay experiences in his mid-teens, but it was when he came to Edinburgh University, where he studied Divinity, that he fully formed his identity as a gay man. After a rocky start – he used to tell the story of approaching the Gay Soc at Frasher’s Week and ostensibly hanging up a leaflet as a public act of denial – he quickly came out and became a political activist. He was strongly drawn to left politics, literature and sexual politics, and became for a time a member of the student branch of the Communist Party of Great Britain.

Involved in the lesbian and gay movement throughout the 80s, Stephen was one of the organisers of a Lesbian and Gay Socialist conference in Edinburgh in 1984, and active in supporting miners’ strike.

Stephen was never hide-bound, and was un-phased by finding himself in a ten-year relationship with Katie Fanoury, although many friends were taken by surprise. He and Katie worked jointly as volunteer Books and Features editors for Gay Scotland magazine, were instrumental in starting the Edinburgh Bisexual Group, which ran for 16 years, and created a number of flamboyant political banners, his favourite of which was ‘Pink Con看得 Queers’, the banner of the CPGB Lesbian and Gay Network, fashioned from pink net.

Stephen’s first paid job was as part-time administrator for Gay Scotland, and then at the CPGB for a year. He qualified as a graduatemember of the Institute of Personnel Development.
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The Big Night Out! with DJ Dean.

Details in the club. Wed, Thu and Sun nights throughout the week, such as VK £2, double vodka + dash £2.50, double tequila + dash £2.75.

Every night 7-9pm there are various drinks available. Between 9 and 11pm Fri and Sat there are various drinks available, at a discount to pub prices. Bonus: there are also offers on the pre-club, with Party Suzie, Sat DJ Jaime playing all the new, with a variety of specialist nights for the following week (2nd Fri of the month).

Get news about your area included. E-mail: editor@scotgay.co.uk
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with free entry and prizes for those who get active in the LGTB community, there’s a new night planned for the forthcoming months. Held at CC Blooms, which is a night specially for Bears and Cubs. Being held on Sun, 12th April, it will feature guest DJs and promos all night, to a backdrop of dirty, underground tunes.

For everyone who has a penchant for dancing, or festive vibes, this is now housed at GMD on the last Sunday of the month! March’s theme is ‘Emergency Service Night’, being held on Sun 29th March – with a special guest DJ. April, it will feature guest DJs and promos all night, to a backdrop of dirty, underground tunes.

For everyone who has a penchant for dancing, or festive vibes, this is now housed at GMD on the last Sunday of the month! March’s theme is ‘Emergency Service Night’, being held on Sun 29th March – with a special guest DJ. April, it will feature guest DJs and promos all night, to a backdrop of dirty, underground tunes.

From 1-5pm, this is an ideal way to spend a weekend afternoon, live music, guest DJs and a chance to win a £50 gift voucher to spend at The World Famous Regent Bar and Grill.
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**S**

**ABERDEEN**

Inverness. In April this will be on the 7th and 21st and 3rd Tues of the month from 7-9pm at the Granite City Stormers football team office. Please let you guys know as soon as I do.

**HIGHLANDS**

The Granite City Stormers football team office: Aberdeen University held their very successful summer sports day. The group will discuss the following questions:

- What will happen is decisions are made by the group to offer women a chosen subject, or just to an evening that can meet you in advance and show you what is happening.
- If, on the other hand, you are feeling the effects of this depressing economy – an LGBT-friendly church holds a service for those of you who don’t have anything to do, and would like to come together.

There is also a Bear Night on the first Fri of every month, so get growing! Don’t forget the drunks sessions on the same.

**GLASGOW**

As we speak: Golf! Yes! Whistling on ladies and gents, this month may have been short, but boy oh boy was it sweet. I can’t believe the amount of money raised so far! To date: £600. Happy days all round please!

**NEWS**

Get news about your area included! Email: editor@scotsgay.co.uk
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text from 2-4pm - next 5th & 19th
Social group for men over 40.

The Sisters and Brothers of
ORDER OF
Meets 1st and 3rd Fri of each
0131-558 9444.

1st Mon of each month from
Drive and Marchmont Road)

Glasgow Gay Harriers
Meets on last Thu of each
Support group for gay fathers.

www.gbc-online.org.uk
526826.
Ireland and Europe. Tel: Eddie
Freedom Club:
EH7 5YW.

British socialisation
for trans and genderqueer.

www.edwardcarpenter
contact_ecc

Inverness:
Community Access Co-
partners, family and friends,
also space to change. Tel:
(Community)

To be added to the mailing list.
Free magazines for
prisoners in
Scotland’s very first LGBT
side is just as important as the

Caledonian Thebans Rugby
Pool, Dalkeith Road in the
Come along and get fit!
@thebans-rfc.co.uk

Cycling Club:
www.theracqueteers.co.uk
Badminton Club :
www.wimbledonbadmintonclub.org

Lesbian and Gay Camp
Tournaments and matches
Games. International
Glasgow based gay and

LESBIAN AND GAY REAL ALE
R EAL ALE

Free for all.


Made possible by

Gay Men's Mental Health
Support Group:
Parents

Sports

Caledonian Thistle Rugby
Club: 1st Sat of each month at
Glasgow Gay Ramblers
Meets in The Regent on the
2nd Sat of each month.
Meadowbank and would love

Northeast (Community)

CROSSLYN

Online Trans Women

Maryland:
Provides services and opportunities for lesbian, gay,
and national decision-making, and to make new pals
regular events for young people to get involved in local

LGBT Youth Scotland
Meet in The Regent on the
2nd Sat of each month.
Meadowbank and would love

Glasgow: 
GLASGOW GAY R A M B L E R S
Meets 2nd Sat of each month at
Glasgow LGBT Centre, 9 Bull Street.
Contact: John (0131-558 9444)
E-mail: j @gaysport.info

STORMERS FC:
Www.theracqueteers.co.uk

B YOMEN

Holds regular monthly
Sat of each month from 7.30-
10pm. Write: c/o ScotsGay
Magazine, PO Box 666,
Glasgow G1 1LU.
Tel: 0131-247 4844.
E-mail: pcsproud@live.co.uk

LGBT Community and our

STRIKING OUT THE HATE
Restorative Justice:
For anyone who has

Glasgow LGBT Centre, 84 Bell Street.
G1 1LQ.
Tel: 0141-548 8121.
E-mail: glasgow@lgbtyouth.org.uk

For young LGBT people aged
25 and under who have issues
regarding their sexual identity.

VIVID YOUTH:
Www.lgbtyouth.org.uk
E-mail: lgbtyouth@lgbtyouth.org.uk

BREC T HING SPACE
Nightly 6-9pm.

LGBT Youth D&G:
Www.crosslynx.org
E-mail: dv8_dundee

Dundee:
Gaysport.
Www.gaysport.info

Quite casual atmosphere.
All welcome.
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Youth Groups

YOUTH GROUPS

LOST YOUGRP

Musicians and visual artists
from all backgrounds.

A national support group for
all female to male transgender
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TO VIEW 100’S OF GAY VIDEOS TEXT MOB TO 89981

Call: 08712 243 889 OR TEXT SCOTS TO 88211

Chat & Date SCOTTISH LADS

SCOTTISH LADS

NOTICE: This is a phone service. To view the video files, you'll need an SCOTTISH LADS account. £10p per min

WOMEN

Smoke (Dundee), 21, friendly, good listener, easy going, needs someone to talk to and listen. £10p/min. 07876 302374

MEN

Beak (Aberdeen), 23, nice guy, looking for a relationship with a partner to share life events and necessities. £10p/min. 07771 250386

Wanted: Female Friends

Looking for someone who is open to share experiences and have fun. £10p/min. 07885 234146

Depending on which you prefer. Hoping to meet Aberdeen lass, 19, looking to hang out on the scene and possibly more. I’m into clubbing, being in the limelight, and having fun. £10p/min. 07885 555545

ACTION FOR THE DISABLED

Contact: Mike Arlen, 9BH, 020-7373 488454. Box SG88 002.

SUBMISSIVE SLAVE

MMS. If you want to be my guy/boy seeks strict master or bossy femme/TV/CD types. I’m into S&M, leather, trackies, army wear. I’m like the more mature hood, gags, shaving, O and A. I’m in prison with the hope of being able to work or alone - you decide. For a pen pal aged 18-30 while meeting when out. Box SG88031.

BISEXUAL

Looking for sexual fun with those of any age, race, religion, or cause. To join us and have some fun. £15p/min. 07899 151538

BISEXUAL

Looking for fun with friends and dating partners, to see if the chemistry is right for a relationship. £10p/min. 07885 335599

Ayrshire - Anywhere

Penpal contacts with gay men. I would prefer men of all ages. £10p/min. 07885 009348

WANTED

Direct/Chord Wanted

Professional Edinburgh lesbian couple looking for similar Edinburgh based 50-somethings. £10p/min. 07885 009348

WOMEN

Young, sporting Trackies, hairy, beard, into golden showering. £10p/min. 07885 335599

HOTEL MAID SEeks MANSER.

Looking for a mutual male friend who enjoys four walls, cleanliness, hot breakfasts and company. £10p/min. 07885 335599

SUBMISSIVE/SLAVE

Submissive/slave looking for Aberdeen Submissive. £10p/min. 07885 335599

BI-CURIOUS?

Looking for a loving long term relationship, with a mutual male friend. £10p/min. 07885 335599

HUSBAND WANTED

Seeking salepeople for Spanking Services. £700 a day commission only. £15 week delay of payments. Full training given to right person. £10p/min. 0141-229 1693.

BIBI

Looking for a loving long term relationship, with a mutual male friend. £10p/min. 07885 335599

Wanted: Experienced Masseur.

City weeek. Experienced fit muscular young guys. £10p/min. 07885 335599

BID LOVER

Looking for fun and friendship. Box SG88031.

FREEADS

Looking for fun with friends and dating partners, to see if the chemistry is right for a relationship. £10p/min. 07885 335599

BIO-CURIOUS

Looking for a loving long term relationship, with a mutual male friend. £10p/min. 07885 335599

WANTED

Direct/Chord Wanted

Professional Edinburgh lesbian couple looking for similar Edinburgh based 50-somethings. £10p/min. 07885 009348

WOMEN

Young, sporting Trackies, hairy, beard, into golden showering. £10p/min. 07885 335599

HOTEL MAID SEeks MANSER.

Looking for a mutual male friend who enjoys four walls, cleanliness, hot breakfasts and company. £10p/min. 07885 335599

SUBMISSIVE/SLAVE

Submissive/slave looking for Aberdeen Submissive. £10p/min. 07885 335599

BI-CURIOUS?

Looking for a loving long term relationship, with a mutual male friend. £10p/min. 07885 335599

HUSBAND WANTED

Seeking salepeople for Spanking Services. £700 a day commission only. £15 week delay of payments. Full training given to right person. £10p/min. 0141-229 1693.

BIBI

Looking for a loving long term relationship, with a mutual male friend. £10p/min. 07885 335599

WANTED

Direct/Chord Wanted

Professional Edinburgh lesbian couple looking for similar Edinburgh based 50-somethings. £10p/min. 07885 009348
CONTACTS BY PHONE

PERSON to PERSON for ONE to ONE

It's completely FREE to place your ad by phone on 0800 138 4 1-2-1

We'll not only print your ad in our next few issues, but it will also be available for phone callers to browse on 09068 556612

Advertisers get their own private voice mailbox and can pick up replies on 09068 556612

Calls to 0900 numbers cost 60p per minute all hours.
Conditions of service: All participants must be 18 or over.

Ads will run for up to 3 issues. It will not be possible to reply to advertisers who have not collected replies for more than 3 days.

Service supplied by Ringing, PO Box 405, PEP 9066.
Email: admin@bizorg.co.uk.

Phone 09068 556612 - Number 7268.

This slim 12 stone with short hair and a 30" waist and 40" chest. Phone 09068 556612 - Number 6726.

This 46 year old guy says he is "into anything goes", looking for an older top local guy. Phone 09068 556612 - Number 7269.

This guy has himself as being 5'11", a Aberdeen area, 47 years old, "anything goes", looking for an older top local guy. Phone 09068 556612 - Number 7365.

This single supplement and cross-dressing Bi guy, 5'10", supplied by Ringing, PO Box 405, PEP 9066.
Email: admin@bizorg.co.uk.

Phone 09068 556612 - Number 7366.

This 40 year old very discreet Glasgow male is willing to be a policeman 25-40 years is interested in meeting guys for fun and friendship. Phone 09068 556612 - Number 7367.

This 39 years old very discreet Edinburgh male is interested in meeting guys for fun and friendship. Phone 09068 556612 - Number 7368.

This 55 year old sturdy Angus male needs a total discipline, you need a dressing to come from another country please. He says he is very experienced. Phone 09068 556612 - Number 7369.

This huge luggage, no sizes! Phone 09068 556612 - Number 7370.

This 30" waist and 40" chest, quality. Phone 09068 556612 - Number 7371.

This huge luggage, no sizes! Phone 09068 556612 - Number 7372.

This huge luggage, no sizes! Phone 09068 556612 - Number 7373.

This huge luggage, no sizes! Phone 09068 556612 - Number 7374.

This huge luggage, no sizes! Phone 09068 556612 - Number 7375.

This huge luggage, no sizes! Phone 09068 556612 - Number 7376.

This huge luggage, no sizes! Phone 09068 556612 - Number 7377.

This huge luggage, no sizes! Phone 09068 556612 - Number 7378.

This huge luggage, no sizes! Phone 09068 556612 - Number 7379.

This huge luggage, no sizes! Phone 09068 556612 - Number 7380.

This huge luggage, no sizes! Phone 09068 556612 - Number 7381.

This huge luggage, no sizes! Phone 09068 556612 - Number 7382.

This huge luggage, no sizes! Phone 09068 556612 - Number 7383.

This huge luggage, no sizes! Phone 09068 556612 - Number 7384.

This huge luggage, no sizes! Phone 09068 556612 - Number 7385.

This huge luggage, no sizes! Phone 09068 556612 - Number 7386.

This huge luggage, no sizes! Phone 09068 556612 - Number 7387.

This huge luggage, no sizes! Phone 09068 556612 - Number 7388.

This huge luggage, no sizes! Phone 09068 556612 - Number 7389.

This huge luggage, no sizes! Phone 09068 556612 - Number 7390.

This huge luggage, no sizes! Phone 09068 556612 - Number 7391.

This huge luggage, no sizes! Phone 09068 556612 - Number 7392.

This huge luggage, no sizes! Phone 09068 556612 - Number 7393.

This huge luggage, no sizes! Phone 09068 556612 - Number 7394.

This huge luggage, no sizes! Phone 09068 556612 - Number 7395.

This huge luggage, no sizes! Phone 09068 556612 - Number 7396.

This huge luggage, no sizes! Phone 09068 556612 - Number 7397.

This huge luggage, no sizes! Phone 09068 556612 - Number 7398.

This huge luggage, no sizes! Phone 09068 556612 - Number 7399.

This huge luggage, no sizes! Phone 09068 556612 - Number 7400.

This huge luggage, no sizes! Phone 09068 556612 - Number 7401.

This huge luggage, no sizes! Phone 09068 556612 - Number 7402.

This huge luggage, no sizes! Phone 09068 556612 - Number 7403.

This huge luggage, no sizes! Phone 09068 556612 - Number 7404.

This huge luggage, no sizes! Phone 09068 556612 - Number 7405.

This huge luggage, no sizes! Phone 09068 556612 - Number 7406.

This huge luggage, no sizes! Phone 09068 556612 - Number 7407.

This huge luggage, no sizes! Phone 09068 556612 - Number 7408.

This huge luggage, no sizes! Phone 09068 556612 - Number 7409.

This huge luggage, no sizes! Phone 09068 556612 - Number 7410.

This huge luggage, no sizes! Phone 09068 556612 - Number 7411.

This huge luggage, no sizes! Phone 09068 556612 - Number 7412.

This huge luggage, no sizes! Phone 09068 556612 - Number 7413.

This huge luggage, no sizes! Phone 09068 556612 - Number 7414.

This huge luggage, no sizes! Phone 09068 556612 - Number 7415.

This huge luggage, no sizes! Phone 09068 556612 - Number 7416.

This huge luggage, no sizes! Phone 09068 556612 - Number 7417.

This huge luggage, no sizes! Phone 09068 556612 - Number 7418.

This huge luggage, no sizes! Phone 09068 556612 - Number 7419.

This huge luggage, no sizes! Phone 09068 556612 - Number 7420.

This huge luggage, no sizes! Phone 09068 556612 - Number 7421.

This huge luggage, no sizes! Phone 09068 556612 - Number 7422.

This huge luggage, no sizes! Phone 09068 556612 - Number 7423.

This huge luggage, no sizes! Phone 09068 556612 - Number 7424.

This huge luggage, no sizes! Phone 09068 556612 - Number 7425.

This huge luggage, no sizes! Phone 09068 556612 - Number 7426.

This huge luggage, no sizes! Phone 09068 556612 - Number 7427.
EDINBURGH 2009
A DAY TO REMEMBER!
SATURDAY 27TH JUNE

ASSEMBLE FROM NOON OUTSIDE CITY CHAMBERS ON THE ROYAL MILE
MARCH MOVES OFF ON ONE O'CLOCK GUN!
HEALTH AND COMMUNITY FAIR OPEN FROM 2PM
LOOK OUT FOR THE PRIDE PROGRAMME NEARER THE TIME FOR FULL
DETAILS OF WHAT ELSE IS HAPPENING ON THE DAY!

VOLUNTEERS REQUIRED
E-mail: info@pride-scotia.org
or phone 0131-556 9471
WEBSITE: http://www.pride-scotia.org